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They say a picture
is worth a thousand
words. Well, here’s a
few thousand for you.
Jyotika Oberoi brings
you a pictorial guide to
some of the exclusive
‘India’ events in London
recently.
CINI UK’S INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY EVENT AT CINNAMON CLUB, LONDON
The Child In Need India UK event at the Cinnamon Club brought together more than 50 women
from fashion, banking and the legal professions, including celebrity Jade Jagger and designer Alice
Temperley. The special event was to mark International Women’s Day, and to raise the profile of
the charity’s work. It was also an opportunity to highlight the charity’s Radio Four appeal, which
will be broadcast on Mother’s Day and read by the charity’s Patron, Sir Mark Tully. Speaking at the
event, Jade Jagger said “CINI UK’s work saves lives, and there is no better time than International
Women’s Day to highlight the fact that, for many women in India, childbirth can be a deadly
experience without the right support.” CINI UK is the UK fundraising arm of CINI, a charity which
has been working in India for nearly 40 years to combat maternal and infant mortality.

INDIAN HIGH COMMISSIONER
PRESS MEET AT INDIA HOUSE, LONDON
The new High Commissioner of India to the
United Kingdom, Dr. Jaimini Bhagwati, met
with members of the Indian and international
press at an event at the Indian High
Commission soon after formally assuming
office. Dr. Bhagwati is a career diplomat from
the Indian Foreign Service, and has served inter
alia as the Indian Ambassador to the European
Union, Belgium and Luxembourg and with the
Ministry of External Affairs, the Ministry of
Finance and the World Bank.

TATA CHARITY FUNDRAISER AT 51 BUCKINGHAM GATE, TAJ SUITES, LONDON
Actor Dalip Tahil played the Mahatma in a play entitled ‘OMG The Lesser Known Side Of Gandhi’
in a special performance at 51 Buckingham Gate, Taj Suites and Residences to help raise funds
for the Tata medical center in Kolkata. The event, attended by 100 high profile guests saw an art
auction, including a Paresh Maity painting of Gandhi called ‘Mystic Light’, jewellery by Tanishq,
a Landrover Jaguar track driving experience, first class tickets on Air India, who were one of
the sponsors of the event, and various luxury hotel breaks at Taj Hotels & Palaces, with a total
of £100,000 raised to support cancer care at the hospital. Researched and conceptualised by
Geeta Gopalakrishnan, Donor Relationships Director of the Tata Medical Center, the play drew
inspiration from Mahatma Gandhi’s archived journals.
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Protecting interests across the Globe
With 1200 offices across 5 continents, New India Assurance is a Global Company in
every sense of the word, combining financial strength with over 90 years of
experience.
People and businesses across the world rely on us to provide trusted, award-winning
insurance services protecting all that they value – be their business small or large.
Our clients include some of the oldest and most prestigious businesses in the UK and
overseas.We offer traditional values to the modern business community, and our
clients have valued this with their loyalty. A person, not an impersonal system, will
handle your business insurance needs. We guarantee it!
In the UK, New India operates through a wide network of Brokers in daily contact with
a committed, responsive, service-oriented team. We underwrite an extensive range of
policies from Residential & Commercial properties to Offices, Shops, Restaurants,
Elderly Care Homes, Warehousing and Manufacturing Units including Business
Combined and Marine Cargo policies.
From our London Office, and now also at Lloyd’s of London, New India Assurance
underwrites Facultative Inward Reinsurance business across the globe.
That’s what we stand for. The Promise of Assurance – Globally.
Rated A - Excellent by AM Best

For all of your general insurance needs, please call
0845 3000 988 or write to:

The New India Assurance Co. Ltd.
LONDON OFFICE:
The New India Assurance Company Ltd is
wholly owned by the Government of India

Member of ABI, IUA, FOS.
Authorised and Regulated by the FSA.

14 Fenchurch Avenue,
London
EC3M 5BS
Telephone: 020 7480 6626
Fax: 020 7702 2736
Email:info@newindia.co.uk

LLOYD’S OF LONDON OFFICE: IPSWICH OFFICE:
Desk 210, No 1 Lime Street,
London
EC3M 7HA
Telephone: 020 7929 3051
Fax: 020 7702 2736

3rd Floor, Crown House,
Crown Street,
Ipswich Suffolk IP1 3HS
Telephone: 01473 233626
Fax: 01473 233625
Email:enquiries@newindia.co.uk
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BOOK SHOWCASE

THE TCS STORY AND BEYOND BY S. RAMADORAI

“I

was an unlikely candidate for
writing a book. Had it not
been for the encouragement
of my wife Mala, my son Tarun
and my close colleagues, my attempt to
tell the TCS story would not have been
possible…” The book begins with these
‘straight from the heart’ words and goes
on to reveal the hidden story behind the
success of the name that has over the years
become a ‘brand’— yes, TCS of course but
also Mr. S. Ramadorai himself.
It is generally believed by majority
of the people that the Information
Technology (IT) revolution began with
Mr.N.R.Narayana Murthy, the founder of
Infosys. In fact the IT revolution in India is
the brainchild of Tata Consultancy Service
(TCS) with Mr. S. Ramadorai controlling
the gears from 1996 till 2009 as CEO.
So immense has been his contribution
to the IT industry progression in India
that though he retired in 2009, he still
continues as Vice-Chairman and is still
actively involved as Chairman/Director
of various Tata and non-Tata companies
and is now adviser to the Prime Minister
in the National Skill Development Council
with the rank of a cabinet minister. In
this autobiographical book he juxtaposes
TCS’ goals with his vision. Having spent
nearly 40 years in the company, he writes,
“I joined TCS as an Assistant Systems
Programmer and Analyst in March 1972.
It proved to be a pivotal decision in both
my professional and personal life. At the
princely salary of Rs.1,000 a month (about
$1,600, a year at the exchange rate in 1972
which was about Rs.7.60 to a dollar)—it was
a big drop from the $12,000 a-year salary
I was earning with NCR (National Cash
Register, Hawthorne, a suburb of Los
Angeles, USA) at that time.”
He explains, “I was taking a risk
professionally but risk-taking was set
to become a recurrent theme in my life.
In fact I have always believed that it is
important to move when the time is right,
when things are going well and not when
one is a spent force. I believe the timing
is important and it is better to face up to

a new challenge than to avoid stepping
outside your personal comfort zone.” Such
thoughts certainly make us understand the
man who pioneered the IT road-map by
importing the necessary state-of-the-art
technology at a time when the West was
completely ignorant about India’s and
TCS’ capabilities.
This was his world-view that helped
him sit at the driver’s seat in 1996 when
he took charge from F.C. Kohli at TCS
as CEO. At various places he sprinkles
anecdotes about his interaction with Kholi
and hints how they both agreed to disagree
on innumerable management issues.
He writes, “We had radical differences
in management styles,” and he goes
on to describe his ‘mentor’ as “rather
autocratic.”
In the book, Mr. S.Ramadorai maps his
personal journey along with the company
growth and the new-emerging India’s
technological prowess. The chapter on
Building TCS traces the IT reformation
and acceptance in India—
“The NSE (National
Stock Exchange) also
changed the way capital
markets worked in India by
bringing in best practices.
Later in 2004, when TCS
went public, the NSE
openly acknowledged the
contribution to its success
by TCS as its IT partner.”
The ‘Building TCS’
chapter in particular is
peppered with many ‘Oh,
I never knew this’ facts
and figures and anecdotes
which make for very
interesting reading.
On the personal front
he writes, “I spent a lot of
time at work, sometimes
sleeping on the couch in
the office at the end of a
long day, so my wife had to
find things to do to occupy
herself. I think the only
holiday I took was when

Mala was pregnant two years after we got
married and she insisted I take some time
off…She told me, ‘I’m not going to have the
baby just by myself, you have to be there...’
That was the only time I took a one-monthlong holiday in my life.”
Ramadorai not only chronicles the
journey of TCS but hints what all is
required to ‘succeed.’ He observes, “I
still believe that rolling up one’s sleeves
and getting down to basics is the most
empowering form of learning and one
realizes the value of this when one reaches
the very top.”
Aptly titled, ‘The TCS story and
beyond’, is a book for all those who
aspire to bring about a change. Mr.
Ramadorai concludes with his life’s
dictum, “Each morning I get up wanting
to make a difference, wanting to influence
something, wanting to try out something,
wanting to interact with different people
on different aspects, challenge myself and
challenge the people I work with.”
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THE GREAT DEBATE

n Tarun Ghulati - President and Chief Executive Officer Indus Global Ltd; Committee Member London Chamber’s
Asian Business Association; Board Member The Indus Entrepreneurs (TiE)

50P TAX RATE: A PENALTY

T

he Indian diaspora including non-resident Indians, who
form an important and increasingly affluent segment of
the global financial capital have viewed the recent cut in
the UK’s top tax rate favourably. The top tax rate of 50p
will be cut to 45p from April next year, on gross income above GBP
150,000 per year. George Osborne, UK Chancellor, has listened
to the cacophony of outrage expressed since the introduction of
the additional rate by the Labour government in April 2010.
The 50 per cent rate, the highest in the G8, relegated the
UK to the bottom of the international competitiveness league
for high earners, and reduced its ability to rebuild enterprise
and restore the beleaguered economy. The top rate was also
considered stifling, punitive and unjust, not least by a number of
Indian professionals who sought jobs outside the UK, particularly
in Asia-Pacific, where tax rates are considerably lower. The high
rate induced some outward migration by the most highly paid and
mobile workforce, deterred high earners from coming to the UK
and the movement of income to capital growth. The punitive high
rate also prompted behavioural changes among high earners, a
large number of whom were non-resident Indians.
The 50p rate failed all the tests for effective income taxation,
and only served to exacerbate the damage already done to the
British economy. The Labour Chancellor had painted the illusion
that the government’s profligacy will be paid for only by the most
affluent and richest members of society. The rate raised only a
fraction of the anticipated revenue, by bringing in only hundreds
of millions. The removal of this top rate will assist in making the
British economy competitive again. The long term damage for the
economy has been significant, while the prophecy of the naysayers
among the economists and commentators who had debated and
doubted the revenue generating capability of the high 50p rate has
come true.
The cut also reflects a commitment to an enterprise economy,
which should give a much needed fillip to attract foreign
investment and generate growth. Whilst the 45p top rate will still
be amongst the highest in the G20, it will assist in increasing the
competitiveness of the UK.
The reduction in the top rate of tax has also drawn a welcome
cheer, not least from individuals relocating to the UK and their
employers, who have been struggling with the high cost of
equalisation packages and facing difficulty in attracting overseas
talent. The lower rate will mean reduced costs for these firms.
These dire times are indeed an opportunity for the UK to ensure
its pre-eminence on the world stage is retained, and that it remains
an attractive destination of choice. The additional tax rate may be
reduced further in due course as the economy reels itself out of the
current state of lackluster growth, and stronger sustained growth
is restored.

50P TAX RATE: A PANACEA

I

t is imperative to look at why the 50p tax rate was imposed
in the first place by Labour. It was estimated by the then
Chancellor Alastair Darling that the additional tax would
raise GBP 2.4 billion for the government and that those
with the broadest shoulders should carry the greatest burden.
He also believed that at that high end, incomes had gone up quite
dramatically over the last 10 to 15 years, and that it is reasonable for
those at the very top to make an additional contribution.
The recent reduction of the top rate has raised some fair
criticism from different quarters. Many feel that the priority of the
government is wrong by making an income tax cut for the richest 1
percent, particularly at a time when the squeezed middle are facing
difficulty. The focus of the government should be to get the much
needed jobs and growth moving in the country. The budget itself
has been branded as one for and in favour of the millionaires.
The Conservatives are accused of coming very close to creating
their utopia, a country in which business rules, where the rich get
richer and the state is being used as a mechanism for cash flow with
no social responsibility. Those earning in the top bracket have
more disposable income than those in other bands and thus have
the ability to contribute a little more than others. This leveling of
the burden assists in creating a more equal society, values people
equally, brings additional social benefits and lowers the cost to the
state. There is therefore, a strong case for progressive taxation,
where the richest in society pay a higher proportion of their
incomes in tax than those who are worst off. Many favour retaining
the top income tax rate at 50p for these reasons.
There is an argument that people will not simply avoid rates,
instead they will leave the country or cease creating as much
wealth. There is no evidence of large scale migration from the
UK as a result of higher tax rates. Many discuss such intentions,
but few appear to follow through given the stress of moving their
entire families overseas. Similarly, the argument that a higher top
rate will reduce job and wealth creation is not valid. Most of the
1 percent paying the top tax rate work in finance or are senior
corporate executives. It is fallacy to suggest that those who invest
in jobs and growth in the UK are guided and driven on the basis
that a small number of their employees will have to pay a high 50p
tax rate on earnings above GBP 150,000.
Younger and more global than their forebears, today’s
generation of wealth creators have sophisticated choices for tax
management because of digital banking, willingness of employers
to be sympathetic and flexible with remuneration arrangements,
financial deregulation and a creative wealth management industry.
In this age of financial liberalisation, high income individuals can
tap into new ideas of reducing their tax burden. Income tax some
would say has become a voluntary tax, where individuals can optout by utilising financial products.

LONDON BRANCH:
2A Eastcheap, London EC3M 1LH
Telephone: 020 7626 9681
Fax: 020 7283 3830

Web: www.syndicatebank.co.uk

(Authorised and regulated by Financial Services Authority in United Kingdom)
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SPECIAL REPORT

B

n Alpesh Patel - Member UK India Roundtable (2000-5); Trustee Chatham House; Board Member
UK India Business Council; author of thirteen books on investing including ‘The Mind of A Trader’

ritish
strategies
about
engagement with India are as
old as the relationship itself.
From the first strategy depicted
by the fresco in the British Parliament
of Sir Tomas Roe, “who by his firmness
and courtesy succeeded in laying the
foundation of British influence in India
1614 “ to, well, the 2012 UK India Business
Council Report, ‘Successful Engagement
Strategies’.
The common problem with the
multitude of reports entitled ‘Doing
business in India’ is that they all look
identical. Start with some macroeconomic
data (always mention India’s GDP and
the Goldman Sachs BRICs report), move
onto the basic political structure (because
you may not know how many Counties
there are in Britain, but it becomes
suddenly important to know India’s Union
Territories), maybe a little about tax
rates and company structures. End with
a few trite quotes including words such
as ‘persist, confusing, worthwhile’. But
how does that help SMEs from Britain do
business in India?
The issue has long stopped being ‘why
India’, and moved onto ‘how India’. How
for business to profit from 572 million
people under 24 – the biggest youth
population in the world? How for British
business to position today so that they profit
from now to when by 2039, some 90%
of Indians will be part of its middle class?
After all, potential demand and aspiration
does not translate into profitability –
just ask even seasoned Indian business
magnates trading in their own country and
who know the number of Union Territories
and culture and tax structure, such as Vijay
Mallya – so what hope for the potentially
hapless descendent of Roe from Britain?
The UKIBC report promises to break
the trite mould. It seeks specific ‘candid’
insight from those SMEs who have
succeeded. What are the top tips from
this report?
The Challenges: ‘Perhaps tellingly,
India continues to slowly but steadily

rise on the World Bank’s ‘Ease of Doing
Business’ rankings, up from 139 in 2011
to 132 in 2012.’ But be warned, as UKIBC
provides this helicopter view – immediately
highlighting the big white elephant in the
room – ‘India is no different from any other
rapidly developing country with public
sector corruption in the form of facilitation
payments’.
Don’t rush: ‘We didn’t go to India,
open an office and wait for the phone
to ring. We conducted a lot of research
beforehand, and our early leads came from
a UKTI/UKIBC delegation,’ says the
Chairman of Benoy.
Don’t jump in with both sandaled
feet: Say Get Through Guides, ‘fly in,
fly out’ doesn’t work. You need to send
somebody from UK to camp here and
setup, or alternatively find someone
locally… you trust.’ ‘Trust’ was a word that
was mentioned by almost each case study.
Presumably the warm welcoming arms of
Indians at India Gate in Mumbai are not
always to embrace the business tourist,
but sometimes to embrace his naivety and
suitcase of money.
You call it ‘out of hours’, they call it
‘normal’: As Ratan Tata discovered the
difference between UK and Indian working
styles when he bought Jaguar Land Rover,
‘hours of work are much more loosely
defined so that much business gets done
in the evenings and over weekends. This
means when the Indian partners devote
their attention to an issue they will often
be in touch very frequently and will expect
very swift responses often out of hours.’,
says the University of Greenwich. Indians
use the mobile a lot more than emails.
Formal agendas have their place, but when
you are out of sight, it’s important to stay
in mind.
Consultants don’t always look at your
watch and tell you the time: ‘We appointed
a small consultancy with experience of
India. They put together a plan… and put
us in touch with key people in India. [We]
met these key people, attended exhibitions
and made further contacts. It became clear

we needed to employ a local person and
then established an office.’ This approach
was common for UK SMEs to establish a
foothold.
There is a lot of talk, and little action:
From Bournville College, ‘The biggest
challenge has been finding the right
partner. We were staggered by the amount
of people who wanted to get to know us and
discuss business possibilities. However,
we soon realized that a lot of these initial
contacts lead nowhere.’
Meet your future clients – burn shoe
leather: ‘We visited throughout 2011. This
allowed us to meet many of our prospective
clients. It also allowed us to network with
peers from our sectors, something I would
recommend to every company.’ said
software company Flexera whose clients
include Tata. Other case studies focused
on meeting local chapters of FICCI, CII,
Nasscom, British Business Groups –
basically the equivalent of what a business
would do in Britain anyway.
So what’s the biggest problem? As
even the giants such as Vodafone, Cairn
and Tesco have discovered, ‘the unclear
regulatory environment is undoubtedly the
largest barrier to entry.’ say the University
of Greenwich.
The company Grant Instruments
summed it up well, ‘The temptation to
see India as an easy market is one we have
resisted and realize that building long term
relationships is critical and that this means
you have to be patient.’
The UKIBC report, as the body itself
is charged by business and Government
to do, illustrates, ‘how UK businesses –
from a variety of sectors and deploying
a range of market engagement models –
are succeeding in India.’ The report is an
excellent start. I now want to see from them
many more case studies and even more
penetrating detail with interviewees. And
most importantly, something no report
has ever done, interviews with those that
failed. As business people will tell you, this
is usually more valuable than knowledge of
a country’s GDP.
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“QUOTE UNQUOTE”

“W

n Lady Kishwar Desai - Columnist; Author; Winner of the Costa First Novel Award for ‘Witness the Night’

e believe there is
no incompatibility
between economic
growth
and
controlling migration. Our reformed
immigration system can achieve both.”
said Damien Green, UK Minister for
Immigration, recently.
And some time ago Mr. Green had also
said non-EU students staying in the UK
for work should be prevented from doing
so, since “It seems to me that to allow
unfettered access to the jobs market for
two years to anyone with a student visa from
abroad is putting an unnecessary extra strain
on our own graduates,” he said. “That’s
clearly an area where the current system is
too generous.”
Obviously these are very unwelcome
pronouncements for Indian students, and
will discourage them from coming to the UK
for higher education. And they are equally
dismal for those non-EU students already
in the UK on the cusp of trying out their
new found learning through some work
experience. Plus they will spell financial
trouble for most British universities and
colleges which have been doggedly wooing
fully paid-up Indian students for a long time.
Not only do the educational institutions
need the fees – their own British students
are paying much less than non EU students,
what if Indian student numbers begin
to decline?
So what could the minister possibly be
thinking of?
There are several possibilities. One,
it could be that Mr. Green is once again
making a populist statement and playing to
the gallery; or, two, it is an articulation of
hard core, true blue Conservative values;
or three, this is going to be the migration
policy which will dramatically impact the
number of jobless youths in the UK. By
supposedly blocking those who are coming
for employment (and not for studies) right
at the start, the minister no doubt thinks

he is going to preserve jobs for homegrown
students. Quite clearly this policy is unlikely
to substantially reduce unemployment
among graduates. That would require
an actual effort to increase and diversify
employment opportunities – not play
around with existing ones.
On the contrary, by closing the doors to
fresh competition, it might push the country
towards a dangerous inward-looking
inefficiency. It is ironic that the UK, once
the bastion for courageous, bold decisions
can suddenly speak in such a timid,
timorous voice.
Frankly, if anyone (including Indian
graduates studying in the UK) were lucky
enough to get a job, given the present
environment, it would only be because they
were very good at it – as usually companies
who hire fresh graduates do so with the
surety that they are getting the best available
talent. Barring some kind of national
conspiracy to only hire non-EU graduates,
one assumes that if a better British candidate
were available it is unlikely that anyone else
– even a devious Indian graduate – would be
able to snap up the job.
So which side is Damien Green on?
Does he want UK businesses to strictly
only hire British talent – regardless of the
quality? In a globalised world it simply
makes no sense to close your doors, as that
is not something that they would expect
other countries to do. In fact, just as nonEU students continue to come to the UK,
Mr. Green must encourage (as in the days
of the Empire) young blood to seek better
opportunities abroad and not sit and wait
around at home for excellent jobs to fall into
their laps.
So perhaps these latest statements must
be read alongside all the others which are
being periodically announced in the UK
– all of which will deeply satisfy those right
wingers who would like to see fewer ethnic
faces on the streets of UK.
The peculiar part of this policy measure

is that it will also negatively impact the one
remaining gold standard in the UK – the
British universities, the beacon which
attracts thousands of students.
But, equally, these beleaguered
educational institutions are well aware
that now the Indian students are being
aggressively being wooed by the US,
Canadian and Australian universities,
and many are being tempted to turn
towards them. Whilst there might be some
employment restrictions in each of these
countries—none of them have decided to
make these into a flagship policy, as the UK
has done.
Thus, by restricting the employment
opportunities of Indian and other nonEU students, Mr. Green might have also
ended up taking away a large chunk of
the money that UK universities earn from
Indian students.
But will he get the message? For him,
this has become a cause célèbre. Ever since
an investigation showed that following some
visa changes in 2009, more than 50,000
‘bogus’ students had been allowed into the
country by colleges (many of which did not
have proper government clearance), Mr.
Green has been hot on the trail of these
‘imposters’. Possibly because this is an
easier group to nab than the large number of
illegal migrants who (once again, according
to right wing tabloids) are swarming around
the country, unfettered.
Unfortunately, Mr. Green’s targeting
of the non-EU students is also creating an
uneasy environment among the student
community, which has been protesting
these policies. But even if he ignores all
the portents, sooner or later, the economic
impact on the UK educational institutions
will ultimately stop him in his tracks.
And then, will Mr. Green turn off the red
light? Or will he simply move on to another
immigration target?

6th annual Asia Cup Polo
International Day
Saturday 23rd June 2012

Join royalty, VIPs and celebrities for one of
the key events in the social calendar!

The 6th annual Asia Cup Polo International day will feature
two exhibition matches. Maharaj Narendra Singh will be bringing
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High
Profile

What makes someone truly “high profile”? Larger than life achievements which bring
with them international recognition, fame and fortune. The power to influence and shape
public opinion. A unique set of attributes which makes them a cut above the rest. In our
High Profile segment, we bring you some of the biggest names from the Indian community
- individuals who tick all of these boxes - and we ask them what makes them tick…

British born Indian entrepreneur Raj Kundra, though in the news more widely for being Bollywood star and winner of Celebrity
Big Brother Shilpa Shetty’s better half, is a known personality in his own right in the Indian media and sports entertainment space,
with a stake in the Indian Premier League (IPL) team ‘Rajasthan Royals’. More recently, he is credited with launching Super Fight
League (SFL), India’s first professionally organized Mixed Martial Arts fighting league, the fastest growing sport in the world, with
cine star Sanjay Dutt.With a business empire across industries spanning continents, Raj Kundra’s business acumen and foresight
has won him much admiration from the business community, with an ever increasing fan following. Raj Kundra spends his time
between India and the UK, managing his expanding business portfolio, and unabashedly confesses he has the best of both worlds.

Given that a lot of western businesses
are moving eastward to the high
growth economies of China and India,
how would you rate ‘the ease of doing
business in India’ compared to the
UK, considering you have operations
in both countries, and also in other
international markets?
It is certainly easier to do business in the UK
than it is in India. There is a system in place
in the West which operates like clockwork,
whereas in India getting things done
requires a lot of patience. In India, it’s not
so much what you know, but who you know,
that really matters.
Being a key player in the Indian media
and sports entertainment sector, what
would you say is the scope of the sector
in India? Also, what are the areas of
collaboration between India and the UK
in this sector?
The sports and entertainment market in
India seems to be recession proof. Cricket
and Bollywood is where the average Indian
spends their money. It’s a getaway from
reality. The industry is experiencing a real
boom, and there are many technology
transfer deals which can happen between
India and the UK. Increasingly, the UK and
USA are outsourcing film post-production
work to India to benefit from cheaper labour
costs and good quality work.

After your stint with IPL, as you embark
on your new venture, the SFL, tell us
more about it. Also, what would you say
was your overall IPL experience?
My investment in IPL was not at all
speculative. It was a calculated risk that
has paid off. In addition to a 300% growth,
IPL has given me much to learn from. It’s
a perfect combination of entertainment
and sport. I have used this learning to
create an action sport new to India, but
popular around the world, known as Mixed
Martial Arts. The people in India like the
real deal - we give them quality Bollywood
entertainment clubbed with international
and national fighters in a cage, matched up
fairly to give unpredictable results. It’s this
unpredictability in IPL and SFL that keeps
the audience on the edge of their seats. We
have connected with the youth, and believe
SFL has the potential to become the second
most watched sport in India, after cricket,
of course.

economy going from strength to strength,
and before long will be at par with the West
in more ways than one. One should look at
utilising the intellectual capital, affordable
labour, back-office facilities and more that
India offers to cut down costs and be more
competitive in the global market.

A lot of your business ventures are in
India. What advice do you have for
entrepreneurs from the UK about doing
business in India?
I am married to a leading actress in India,
so personally it made sense for me to have a
business base in India and make investments
in sectors that I have an interest in. I think it’s
a great time for people in the West to create
a setup for themselves in India; it’s a growing

Would you say that you have the best of
both worlds, having one foot in the East
and one in the West?
Absolutely. I do have the best of both worlds.
It’s important to understand the world for
what it is and the different ways of the East
and West. Unless you can adapt to cross
country differences, it’s virtually impossible
to do business.

With the possibility of a second downturn
in the Western economies, according to
British Prime Minister David Cameron,
‘the only hope for growth is enterprise,
and the only strategy for growth is to
get behind entrepreneurs’. As a serial
entrepreneur, what advice do you have
for budding entrepreneurs in the UK?
If the British government really wanted to
back entrepreneurs, it should have brought
the highest rate of income tax down from
50% to 30% and not the token 45%. This
would have encouraged more people to do
business in the UK and create more jobs to
benefit the economy.
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